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ABSTRACT:
An accurate heading solution is required for many applications and it can be achieved by high grade (high cost) gyroscopes (gyros)
which may not be suitable for such applications. Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems-based (MEMS) is an emerging technology,
which has the potential of providing heading solution using a low cost MEMS-based gyro. However, MEMS-gyro-based heading
solution drifts significantly over time. The heading solution can also be estimated using MEMS-based magnetometer by measuring
the horizontal components of the Earth magnetic field. The MEMS-magnetometer-based heading solution does not drift over time,
but are contaminated by high level of noise and may be disturbed by the presence of magnetic field sources such as metal objects.
This paper proposed an accurate heading estimation procedure based on the integration of MEMS-based gyro and magnetometer
measurements that correct gyro and magnetometer measurements where gyro angular rates of changes are estimated using
magnetometer measurements and then integrated with the measured gyro angular rates of changes with a robust filter to estimate
the heading. The proposed integration solution is implemented using two data sets; one was conducted in static mode without
magnetic disturbances and the second was conducted in kinematic mode with magnetic disturbances. The results showed that the
proposed integrated heading solution provides accurate, smoothed and undisturbed solution when compared with magnetometerbased and gyro-based heading solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION
An accurate heading estimation is required for many
applications such as urban, indoor, pedestrian and marine
navigation when GPS signals are denied. High grade gyroscope
(gyro) can provide accurate heading that meets the navigation
requirements for such applications but with very high cost
which may not suitable for such applications. Micro-Electro
Mechanical Systems-based (MEMS) is an emerging
technology, which has the potential of providing heading
solution using a low cost MEMS-based gyro. Unfortunately,
however, MEMS-based gyro measurements are contaminated
by high level of noise along with biases and the heading
solution drifts significantly over time (El-Diasty and
Pagiatakis, 2008; Titterton, 2004).
On the other hand, MEMS-based magnetometers have the
potential of providing magnetic heading and this estimate is
obtained by measuring the horizontal components of the Earth
magnetic field. Magnetometers suffer from the same type of
gyros and accelerometers errors; however, their impact is
smaller since magnetometers measurements are not integrated
to form the final heading estimate. Thus main error impacting
magnetometers is the disturbances of the magnetic field due to
the presence of iron and other magnetic materials in the near
environment of the magnetometers. This type of error is very
complicated to model (because unpredictable). Under certain
conditions, this error can be calibrated using the swinging
method, however, it is ineffective when the environment
changes. Therefore, magnetic disturbances must be considered

when accurate heading estimation is required (Ali, et al., 2012;
Tian et al., 2014).
Heading estimation was investigated by many researchers
based on GPS-only heading, Gyro-only based heading,
magnetometer-based heading and traditional integration
methods (Kubrak, 2007; Godha et al., 2006; Afzal et al.,
2011). However, accurate heading estimation using low cost
MEMS-based gyros and magnetometers integration is currently
under investigation, particularly for indoor navigation. This
paper proposed an accurate heading estimation procedure
based on the integration of gyro and magnetometer
measurements that can correct gyro and magnetometer
measurements. In the proposed procedure, the gyro angular
rates of changes are estimated (derived) from magnetometer
measurements. Then, the estimated and measured gyro angular
rates of changes are integrated with a robust filter to estimate
the heading.
To test the performance of the estimated heading, two data sets
were implemented by the proposed integrated method. The
first data set was conducted in static mode and without
magnetic disturbances. The second data set was conducted in
kinematic mode with magnetic disturbances. The comparison
was made between the proposed accurate heading estimation
procedure, magnetometer-based and gyro-based heading
estimation
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2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology can be classified into two steps:
Step 1: Estimation of angular rates of changes from
magnetometer measurements
Step 2: Development of an accurate integrated
heading solution
2.1 Estimation of Angular
Magnetometer Measurements

Rate

of Changes from

The Earth magnetic field varies very slowly in time and space
and the slow change is negligible in low dynamic navigation
applications. Therefore, changes in the magnetic field
expressed in the coordinate system of the platform that
measured by magnetometers are only due to changes in the
orientation of the platform relative to the inertial frame. The
above hypothesis leads to following theoretical relationship
that connects gyro and magnetometer measurements:
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heading parameters,
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Equations 1, 2 and 3 are simplified and provide the estimated
angular rate of changes using magnetometer measurements and
magnetometer derivatives as follows:
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The estimated angular rate of changes derived from
est
magnetometer measurements (  z ) is integrated with the
measured angular rate of change collected from gyro sensor
mes
(  z ) to provide heading using Kalman filter. The
measurement equations can be written as:
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Ts is the sampling time,

 k is the true heading at time k,
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2.2 Development of an Integrated Heading Solution
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is the heading based on the estimated angular

est
rate of changes (  z ) derived from magnetometer
measurements,
est
is the measurement noise associated with
nk
magnetometer-based heading,
mes
 k is the heading based on the measured angular
mes
rate of change collected from gyro sensor (  z ),
mes
nk
is the measurement noise associated with

gyro-based heading, bk is the bias associated with

gyro-based heading and bk is the derivative of the
bias parameter that can be considered as it follows
Gauss-Markov process (Gelb, 1974).

If the state space vector at time k is considered as:
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Then, the integrated heading observation model in a compact
form can be considered as:
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Heading Estimation Comparison

And the integrated heading prediction model in a compact form
can be considered as:
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where  is the Gauss-Markov model constant. The above
prediction and observation models can be used to provide
accurate integrated heading solution with Kalman filter
estimator using MEMS-based gyro and magnetometer
integrated system.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To test the performance of the estimated heading, two data sets
were implemented by the proposed integrated method. The
first data set was conducted in static mode and without
disturbances. The second data set was conducted in kinematic
mode along horizontal straight line trajectory and with
disturbances. The two data sets were collected with MEMSbased Xsens Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) that composed
of three accelerometers, three gyros and three magnetometers.
Figure 1 and Table 1 show the Xsens IMU unit and
characteristics.
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Figure 2. Heading estimation comparison between the gyrobased (blue), the magnetometer-based (red) and the developed
integrated solutions (static case without magnetic disturbances)
Figure 3 shows the magnetometer-based heading solution, the
gyro-based heading solution and the developed integrated
heading solution with kinematic data set (with magnetic
disturbances). The developed integrated heading solution
shows superior results to magnetometer-based and gyro-based
heading solutions where the magnetometer-based heading
solution is severely disturbed and the gyro-based heading
estimation drifts over time.
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Figure 3. Heading solutions comparison between the gyrobased (blue), the magnetometer-based (red) and the proposed
integrated solutions (kinematic case with magnetic
disturbances)
The above results showed that the developed integrated
heading estimation procedure provides accurate, smoothed and
undisturbed solution when compared with magnetometer-based
and gyro-based heading solutions.

Table 1. Xsens IMU characteristics
Figure 2 shows the magnetometer-based heading solution, the
gyro-based heading solution and the developed integrated
heading solution with a static data set (without magnetic
disturbances). The developed integrated heading solution
shows superior results to the magnetometer-based and gyrobased heading estimations where magnetometer-based heading
solution is very noisy and the gyro-based heading estimation
largely drifts over time.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper developed an accurate heading estimation
procedure based on the integration of MEMS-based gyro and
magnetometer measurements that correct gyro and
magnetometer measurements where gyro angular rates of
changes are estimated using magnetometer measurements and
then integrated with the measured gyro angular rates of
changes with a robust filter to estimate the heading. The
proposed integrated solution is implemented by two data sets
collected in static and kinematic modes and also collected
without and with magnetic disturbances. The results showed
that the developed integrated heading solution provides
accurate, smoothed and undisturbed solution and superior to
the magnetometer-based and gyro-based heading solutions.
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